Jan Ambrostewicz ON THE SQUARE OF SETS OF THE GROUP SL(3, F), PSL(3, F)
Wo shall use the following notations« F denotes an arbitrary oommutative field, Z(G) denotes the centrum of a greup 0, g denotes the eonjugacy class of g, K m = jge G: o(g) -b} and V « diagtT^Tg.v^), W « diag(w 1 ,w 2 ,w 3 ), where v^^ j Vj, w i ^ for 1 ^ 3* Tiie remaining notation is standard. In this paper we shall prove following two theorems! (i) If V,WeSL(3,F) then SL(3,P) -Z(SL(3,F))c VW and SL(3,F) «= (V in the group GL(3,F), (ii) If K is an algebraioaly olosed field then K m K m -» PSL(3,K) for m> 2.
Similar problems were investigated in papers [l] and [2] « Ve shall use some lemmas. Lemma 1. If A is the companion matrix of f(x) = --x^ + a^x 2 + a g x + a^e i[x]» det A -det VW, then for arbitrarily ohoosen x 0 ,y 0 eF (i 0 »7 0 i 0), the matrix equation (1) x" 1 wxm" 1 -A has a solution X,YeGL(3»F) such that det X = x Q , det Y = y Q . Proof. Let us oonsider the equation (2) WXTV -XAY.
The matrix equation (2) If we use the elementary operations to the oolumns of the determinant of the system (4) and next the linearity to the first column then by the assumption det A » det WV we reoeive (v 1 -v 2 )(v 1 -73)v3(w 2 -w 1 )(w3-w 1 )(w 2 -w 3 ){a3 + y 1 v 2 v 3 w l w 2 w3) « 0.
If we take y^ as a parameter then the system (4) without the last equation has the determinant
Therefore det Y = y^ oan take the value y Q 4 0.
Let us return to the system (3). Ve know that the determinant of the system (3) is equal to zero. For given 7 the system (3) takes the form which with regard to the parameters x^ (i=1,2,3) oan take the given value x Q 4 0. Therefore the equation (1) Proof. In this case the equation (2) is equivalent to the system (6) x l1 (w i v j y ir y 2;j ) + x l2 (w i v ;) y 2;)+ a 2 y l; , + a 1 y 2; j) + x i 3e l;) y3 ; j -0, •alue 7 0 t Let us return to the system (6). Ve know by (7) that the determinants of the subsystem of the system (6) are equal to zero. For given Y the system (6) takes the form . 966 -
